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ENTERPRISE INFORMATION PORTALS

Today enterprises have realized that an all-excluding focus on core competencies is not sufficient for survival and success in a competitive marketplace.

Organizations need to strive to leverage information and knowledge assets existing within them, for establishing unique advantages. To this end, Enterprise Information Portals (EIP) delivers the capability to manage the implicit and explicit knowledge assets in organizations.

CONTEXT

Information and data are ubiquitous in today’s knowledge era. Channels for communication, collaboration and coordination have grown rapidly across business networks, transcending geography and time on the globe. Knowledge portals - also known as Enterprise Information Portals - help enterprises unlock and distribute equitably the vital, hidden knowledge assets within. They provide the technologies, platforms and processes to systematize the effort to facilitate intelligence, knowledge and insight to communities of interest existing within the enterprise context.

WHAT IS EIP?

Enterprise Information Portal is repository of highly responsive applications that help the business constituents – employees – acquire active intelligence from inherent information assets in an empowered (read ‘virtual’) enterprise. It primarily aids in taking informed business decisions, delivering them a host of web administration, applications and tools with functionality that is role or rule based, offering reporting, search, querying and a web publishing system.

WHY EIP?

EIP is an unifying vehicle within the virtual enterprise that weaves efficiently all the disparate content and information systems within, and offers applications for a consistent, broad based service of all employees designated for usage across functions, departments and project groups, the external supply chain members and even key customers. It plays the role of a facilitator functionally, and of a consolidator technically - thus delivering impressive communications de-risk and cost reductions in technology ownership and support.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

An EIP stands for the smart blend of business intelligence and knowledge management into a new, centralized desktop environment with an intuitive, user-friendly interface. This technology is still evolving, albeit rapidly, to encompass advanced communication and distribution applications with convergence capabilities directly helping in quick broadcast, response and inculcation in knowledge sharing, learning and training. EIP delivers attractive benefits, apart from return on investment:

- Provides a responsive, on-demand access to critical corporate information
- Delivers information to seeking constituents in a wide variety of structures and formats – practically transforming data into actionable intelligence for business decisions
- Empowers employees and business users and guides to improved productivity and effectiveness

ALL THIS POINTS TO COMPELLING INVESTMENT VALUE FOR EIPS

Low operating/ownership costs, better information and communication flow, efficient workflow in internal and external networks like intranets, supply chains, customer portals, extranets etc...

FUNCTIONALITY OF EIP

Standard and Structure
Information organization and delivery with a convenient spatial navigation for users.

Unified Base, Versatile Support
Support for a range of corporate, enterprise systems and functional processes across departments.

Timely, Relevant
Search, Sift, Categorize and Serve of relevant information and data with personalization on demand.

Secure
Role, authorization and rule based access to information.

BUILDING BLOCKS

Technology
SIGNIFICANT TRENDS IN EIP

The most important trends and developments today are happening in the area of Web Services, XML and Multi Channel Delivery on enterprise portals worldwide.

Web Services deliver compelling functionality - in easy inter-integration of services in the portal to deliver individualized software and services, easy maintainability of this system leading to low cost and high convenience and a unified interface for accessing all information systems.

XML provides an independent, powerful aggregation capability over disparate data packets arriving from different platforms and sources within or external to the enterprise. It delivers an easy, convenient search and access of information, and in combination with related new software, can offer better data maintenance, while allowing for data streaming and delivery across formats and devices/interfaces.

Multi Channel Delivery offer reduced redundancy of data due to versatility in publishing on different platforms and devices, and better revenues through improved usage of portal. They help enterprises realize efficient coordination and communication capability across markets, geographies and time zones. With this mode of delivery of information, employees can experience true mobility that is medium independent.
REALIZING THE VALUE OF EIP

Enterprise Information Portal can deliver on the promise of streamlined operations across the globe, round the clock and improved organizational productivity. It enables empowered coordination between departments and communities of interest/project by offering on-demand, critical data for intelligent business decisions.

Enterprises must exercise high care in choosing technology and consulting partners for a mission critical implementation of a crucial technology paradigm like enterprise portals. They must be informed of particular natures and requirements of their business for delivering true value. The development partner must be in touch with the latest trends and technologies, and help customers choose a Portal technology that greatly enhances internal efficiency and ROI.

Organizational and management readiness is critical for a business strategy like EIP, since it greatly impacts the nature of business information, communication and collaboration – leading to admirable competitive advantages in near future.
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Aalpha Information Systems India Pvt. Ltd. provides development, customization and integration services in enterprise applications, eCommerce and mobile solutions, to companies of all sizes.

Meet your Deadline/ Improve your Bottom-line
With our expertise in a wide range of technologies and industry-specific competencies, you will realize the true value of software solutions - aligned to your business goals, and deployed just when you require them. Put simply, our business processes deliver cutting edge results.

Accelerate your technology ROI.
To help you achieve this, we develop, deploy, and host customized, scalable technology solutions that integrate seamlessly into our customers’ existing environment. We pride ourselves on the fact that almost all our customers have experienced a faster time-to-market and an attractively low total cost of ownership.

Global Intellect + Local Advantages (Cost)
Welcome to a brand new global technology partner. We sustain relationships with major international corporations and engaging partnerships with leading application vendors. We build capabilities and specialized expertise in different domains across a huge range of geographies across the world.

Action + Intelligence + Expertise
Aalpha Information Systems India Pvt. Ltd. is that unique consulting partner with whom you can understand past results, identify trends and plan for the future. With great confidence, and deep assurance. We give you the much-needed release from technology pinpoints, powering your processes and moving your information to the edge of effectiveness.

Proven enterprise scale capability
Aalpha Information Systems India Pvt. Ltd. rests strongly on the foundation of proven mission-critical solution deployments and rapid development cycles to meet intense milestones. This comes from working for and adapting to some of the most demanding industry leaders across the world. Our technologists and consultants offer extensive experience in building e-business and mobile computing solutions, as well as an exciting array of horizontal business functions.

Extra-ordinary breadth, solid solution bandwidth
With its comprehensive IT skills and capabilities, Aalpha Information Systems India Pvt. Ltd. offers and manages groundbreaking software solutions spanning a range of technology platforms. We use modern software development platforms, software development tools as well as latest project management techniques and software engineering practices.

Consider this: Our excellence is evident from highly satisfied and repeat customers across the world for areas like Enterprise Solutions, E-Commerce Portals (B2B and B2C), M-Commerce Applications, ASP Portals, Client Server business applications and product development.
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India Advantage: Aalpha Leverage
On Demand access to experienced technology intellect
Leading edge offshore project management
Advanced project management and application testing frameworks
Deep, versatile domain knowledge
Quality processes, proven methodologies
State of the art 24 X 7 secure, risk free development facility in India
Assured Smart Economy – low overall cost and higher ROI
Satisfied customers across USA, Europe, Australia and Asia

Stretch your Technology ROI with our Flexibility
With Aalpha Information Systems India Pvt. Ltd., you enjoy smart control and progress overview of the project in development while experiencing reduced overheads and technology issues. We provide versatile project delivery models – fixed price, time and material, variable, hybrid and dedicated development/competency center models – to suit any, and every, requirement.

Knowledge leadership @ Aalpha

An emerging new world leader in high performance Outsourcing solutions, Aalpha Information Systems India Pvt. Ltd. boasts of an exceptionally talented intellectual base: scores of product/technology/platform specialists with a wide ranging expertise and insight into many industries.

We are powered by ideas, backed by solid intellect. For every project, we target full performance of technology for business needs, and always deliver a connected, high touch commitment - even beyond the development lifecycle.
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